Treasure Hunt #4
Victory Park
Barnoldswick BB18 5EN

Start: From the park’s main car park.
Distance: Approx 1.5km

Time: Approx 60 mins

Terrain: All tarmac pathways. Short distance on a country road. Suitable to
complete on foot, bike or scooter (with supervision)
Entry details: Email your completed form or use the answer sheet to
f.callaghan@pendlevale.lancs.sch.uk. Deadline Monday 2nd November 2020

1

Begin at the main entrance. How many bollards are at the entrance of
the park?

2

How many white and red roses can you see?

3

Looking at the tallest structure nearby, how many red horizontal braces
are there?

4

What time does the barrier shut?

5

Head left into the park towards the play area. What is the speed limit in
the park?

6

Who makes the basketball hoops?

7

What 2 dates are there on the benches?

8

Stay on the main path and head towards the cricket / football clubs.
What 2 items do the cricket and football badges have in common?

9

Follow path through to rugby field. Walk alongside perimeter of football
ground. What colour are the hippo’s eyes?

10 At the road, turn right. What letter can you see below the orange
mirror?
11 Keep on the road keeping right. What is the code on the green
container?
12 What is both free and for sale?

13 Continue along the road to the little bridge. Turn right into the park.
What is the name of the stream / river?
14 When did Poletecs inspect the telegraph poles?
15 From the wooden bridge, how many floodlights can you see?
16 Continue along the path. How long does it take to get from Anchor Inn
to Hodge Lane?
17 What number is ‘You are here’?
18 How many ‘tangerines’ are on the spaceship?
19 Cross the playpark for very small people. What are the 5 instructions in
green?
20 How many red half moons on the gate? Go through it
21 Continue through the car park. What colour is the pirate’s bandana? (if
there’s no breeze you may not see this!

22 What was the name of the fighter plane that an engine was being
designed for in 1943?
23 What is the maximum vehicle height going into Rolls Royce?

24 You are nearly back in the car park. What make is padlock?

25 How many yellow triangles are there?

Yeah, you have finished!

• Send your answers to f.callaghan@pendlevale.lancs.sch.uk
before 2nd Nov. Either by taking a photo of your answer sheet
OR completing the word document on www.pendlessp.com
OR using the answer sheet on www.pendlessp.com/
• Feel free to upload a photo of your adventure to Pendle SSP
facebook page
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